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1. All storage will be software defined
Data doubles every 2 years
80% of data unstructured

2. Management at scale, analytics at scale
data needs are growing at a rate unsustainable with today’s infrastructure and labour 
costs

Strong momentum
3x bookings
90% win ratio
global OEM agreements
Major new verticals - IoT, pharma, media, financial

Why are they winning?
- standards matter - a lot
S3 as the object storage standard
Cloudian is
- 100% compatible / native S3
- Hybrid

Smart Data Storage
Storage Operations
- smart protect
- proactive repair
- smart tiering

Storage Platform
- smart scale
- software defined
- forever storage platform

Storage Analytics
- real time
- search and discovery
- smart support

Hybrid to the cloud (private, public, etc)

Bucket level storage policies

Secure Storage



- HIPAA-compliance related features
- PCI-DSS
- Secure Data (AES256 Encrypted)

RBAC User Security
Network Security (TLS or SSL supported)
Access Controls (Users/Groups)
Audit logging (activity logs)
Versioning
Data Validation

S3 Compatibility Guarantee

*Gary Ogasawara
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Distributed and Elastic Geo Cluster
peer to peer system = no SPoF
distributed everything - data, metadata, configuration

user defined location affinity

Smart Data Architecture [SFD10_Cloudian_LogicalArch.jpg]
1. Metadata search
- “Find all objects where colour=blue and size > 1MB”
2. Smart support: predict problems before they occur
- trend analysis
- learn patterns that cause problems
- data visualisation
- daily management report e-mail
3. Analytics platform (HAP)
- integrate Apache Spark for data locality and HW savings

Task: search/analyze objects using metadata
example using photo storage

ES Query Types
1. Full text - relevancy score based using inverse document frequency
2. Filtered - exact match filters using Boolean expressions
3. Aggregation - bucketing, metrics, pipeline

*Live Demo

*Smart Operations
Vikram Gupta
Gartner 2016 IT Key Metrics Data (January)
- In 2016 estimated that 1 FTE can manage 344TB 
- SDS $122/TB/Year
- Operational costs outweigh acquisition related costs



Driving Principles
Smart Operations at scale
- simple and intuitive
- fully automated operations (e.g. add/remove drives/nodes, upgrades)
- visual storage analytics to automatically see hot spots
- self service consumption (policy based)

Extreme Durability at scale
- always repaired, always verified
- automated failure avoidance (Dynamic Object Routing)
- enterprise grade

Smart support at scale
- proactive support (not reactive support)
- continuous monitoring
- global analytics

Visual Analytics
- analyse your data across globe
- plan for future based on your demand

Operations at scale
- one screen for hundreds of nodes (bee hive layout)
- instantly view health of nodes
- add nodes with one click
- cluster dynamically rebalances

Simple things matter
- identify node types
- blink suspect servers
- blink suspect drives

Rolling Upgrade
- no downtime - node-by-node rolling upgrade
- automated - upgrade/patch installation - “touchless”
- uses Puppet - framework for distribution and management

Rebuild Analytics
- data rebuild info
- view cluster rebalance info

Proactive Repair
“Keeping data durable on eventually consistent system running on unreliable 
resources is complex”
- Serial (gets slower as system scales)
- Lots of disk IO to identify
- Long window of reduced redundancy

“What if we kept hints of what IOs failed? This will eliminate the scanning step 
completely”



- Parallel (gets faster as system scales)
- No disk IO to identify
- Very short window of reduced redundancy

Smart Disk Balancing
1. Disk Imbalance - if we notice an imbalance it will change the tokens pointing from 
“highly used disk to low used disk”
2. Disk failure - new data automatically routes to newly assigned resources

Bucket backup and restore
Hyperstore 6 -> Hyperstore 6
Hyperstore 6 -> AWS

All new PUTs are replicated to destination cluster
DELETEs has NO affect on Destination cluster

Use cases?
- secure vault - log all changes to separate cluster
- Hyperstore backup - backup data and restore to any point in time
- DR - protection from primary cluster loss

*Demo

*Smart Support
Vikram

Reactive vs Proactive support
- Proactive resolution
- real time monitoring
- global analytics

HyperStore Telemetrics

What do they monitor?
- Process (Cassandra, Redis, HyperStore, etc) down
- per-disk usage / status
- Cassandra heap / GC
- missing telemetric data
- SBSO pattern / config
- S3 stats
- disk imbalance (delta > 15%)
- disk shortage (if any disk is approaching to have only 30% free space)

Automatic Salesforce case creation


